Our market leading restructuring practice provides comprehensive and innovative solutions, delivered by our highly experienced global team.

**Full service offering**
We advise corporates, lenders and other stakeholders throughout the lifecycle of a business. We draw together experience and specialist skills from across the PwC firm to provide a ‘one-stop shop’ for clients. Our services include:

- Financial restructuring
- Working capital management
- Operational restructuring
- Accelerated M&A / Restructuring M&A
- Business plan reviews
- Insolvency options and implementation
- Chief Restructuring Officers
- Interim management
- Corporate simplification and exit
- Equity and debt advisory
- Pensions advisory
- NPL advisory
- Data analytics and modelling
- Tax advisory

**Unparalleled global reach**
With offices in 157 countries and more than 276,000 people, PwC is among the largest professional services networks in the world. We combine deep local relationships and market knowledge with international restructuring expertise to help our clients wherever they are.

**Depth of expertise and sector knowledge**
Our highly experienced team delivers best in class insights working hand in hand with sector experts from across the PwC network.

**Agility**
We are able to adapt quickly to market changes and rapidly respond to clients’ needs, including the deployment of large teams at speed if required.

**Technology enabled**
We utilise the latest digital technology to deliver efficient and cost-effective solutions.

Whatever the situation, we work alongside our clients to negotiate great outcomes at speed, finding the optimal solution to financial and operational challenges by reducing risk and protecting value where time and cash are tight.
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